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Abstrnct 

Esperience indicates that beam collimation will be an 
cxssetlt.ial elplnent of the nest generation e+e- linear collid- 
ers. A proposal for using nonlinear lenses t#o drive beam 
t,ails to large amplit~udes ma.5 presented in a previous paper 
[‘I. l1ere we study tile opti~nization of such syst.ems includ- 
ljrg effect,s ofwakefields and optical aberrations. Protection 
wlltl design of t,lle scrapi’rs in these syst,ems arp tliscussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Experience bvith the ST,C has indicated tllat back- 

~~rounds ca.used by trallsvcrse and energy tails of tile beam 0 
dis;t,ril)ljtion \vill be a fundamental problem of nest, gener- 
ation linear colliders. iZr1y collimat,ion design must satisfy 
tlir following rcq:Grements: 

It mist, +~vi;le an cffcct,ive scraping despite t.he small 
(of t,lie order of a inicron) beam sizes. It. should scrape 
particles with transverse positions great,er than 5 (T in 
both planes as well as energy t.ails. 
It, must, prot,ect scrapers against, mis-steered beams 
which may hit them and possibly damage them. There 
are t,wo problems associated with a train of ten bunches 
of 1O’O electrons per bunch at 230 GeV hit5ting a scrape1 
[2]. The first problem occurs at the surface pf tlte 
scraper which may melt because of energy deposlt,ed in 
a small area.. h/lore quantitatively we are interested in 
the largest spot size to cause failure of the scraper sur- 
face, If failure is defined as the melting t,emperature of 
t,he material, then for Ti, which is one of the best can- 
clidat,es according t,o SLC experience, the area t,o cause 
failure is [2] 

UXflY N 900 /ml2 (1) 

The second problem occurs within the body of the 
scralxr where the energy deposit,ion from the shower 
neaks. tvr,icallv at several radiation lenrths (RL‘) 
iz 8 ‘lXL”for T$. 

v \I 

It must keep scraper-induced wakefield kicks on the 
I,~am below a tolerable level. If the beam does not’ pass 

To reduce the effect of the geometric wakefield kick, one 
can taper the scrapers wit811 a taper angle Qtap. (Otap = 
r/2 for a step scraper.) For small taper angles (Q1,, < 
100 Inrad) the dependence on the taper angle is linear [4.5], 

AY’ = 2&3p Qmx (h(Y)/!J) I (j) 
The kick tluc to the resist,ive wall wakcfipld is propor- 

t,ional t,o a(g)/y”. Sr )ecifically it is given by 

Al// = Gn,, @(Y)/!13) Lcr (6) 
where Lso is the scraper length, 

Ga, = (4/T) (l~?*e/r) [(c/W]“’ f(s) , (7) 
CT is the conduct8ivity of the material, I = 20,) and f(s) is a 
fullct,ion of t.he longitudinal coordinatfe within t,he bunch, 
varying between 0 and 1. For typical NLC parameters and 
for a scraper made of Ti, 

Ay! = 0.85 x lo-“’ (A(y)/g”) L,,,. rad (8) 
The function f(s) leas been approsimat,ed by 1 
count for the head t.o t,ail variation of t.he wake 
small gaps this is t.he dominant wakefield effect. 

On the llasis of the above issues we have demonst,rated 
[6] that mechanical collimation is precluded for t.he vertical 
degree of freedom as a workable collimation technique for 
the NLC. In the following section we present the nonlinear 
collimation scheme as a possible alternative. \Ve first write 
the conditions that must be sat,isfied. These conditions de- 
termine a set of lattice parameters for the collimation sys- 
tems. Then we present a possible lattice design, calculate 
its tolerances and discuss our ideas on energy collimation. 

II. NONLINEAR COLLIMATION IN THE NLC: 
SCHEME WITH SKEW SEXTUPOLE PAIRS 
The basic idea [1,6] is to use several nonlinear len,ses to 

drive the tails of the beam dist,ribution to large arnplltucles 
where they can be scraped mechanically. In the NLC col- 
limation is proposed to be done mechanically in the hori- 
zontal plane and nonlinearly in the vertical plane (scheme 
wit,11 skew sestupole pairs). The horizont8al scrapers will 
be placed at high horizontal beta funct,ion point,s, inter- 
leaved with t.he vertical scrapers. Energy scraping takes 
place right. aft,er transverse scraping. A schematic repre- 
sentation of the collimat,ion section of the NLC is shown 
in Fig. 1. 

The collimation design must, satisfy all of the following 
conditions. 

esactly t,hrough the middle of the scrapers, it gets trans- 
verse deflect,ions due t,o geometric and resistive wall 
wakcfieltls. If these kicks are comparable to the angular 
tlivergellce of the beam, the emittance will increase. 
An expression for the kick of the beam due to geomet- 

ric wakefields which includes the effect of both edges of 
a scrapG,r leas been derived analytically and verified I~U- 

mc=ricallv [3] under the assumptions tha.t the scraper gap 
is small’compared to the scraper length, and t,he bunch 
lrngth ITS is greater than or equal to the scraper gap. It is 
also assumed that the transverse deflection of a particle IS 
produced by t,he dipole wakefield only and hence it is pro- 
portional to A(y}/J 1 r wiere a(y) is the beam offset from 
the middle of t.he scrapers and 29 is t,he scraper gap. This 
expression is given by 

(2) 
wllere 0 (3) 
:?’ is the beam intensity and y = E/mc2. Iising typical 
parameters for t,he Next, Linear Collider (NLC), namely 
1V = 1 x 10” particles per bunch, 0, = 75 blm, E = 
2.50 GeV, we arrive at, 

e. 

f. 
g. 

11 . 

i. 

It mllst, scrape t,ransverse tails be)rond r)g ill both planes. 
It must scrape cuergy t.ails. 
R,esist,ive wall wakes at both horizollt,al and vertical 
scrapers must be controlled. 
Geometric wakes at. both horizontal and vertical scrap- 
ers must be controlled. 
Geometric and resistive wall wakes at t,he sextupoles 
must, be contjrolled. 
Long sextupole aberrations must be controlled. 
It, must ensure protection of horizontal, vertical and en- 
ergy scrapers. 
Stability tolerances on sestupole and scraper offsets 
must, be acceptable. 

Ayf = 1.2 x 10e6 (A(y)/g) rad (J) 
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The collimation systems must not create unacceptable 
optical aberlations. 
Kest me elaborate on each of the alcove conditions and . 1. .., 

thus arrive at the allowed design paramet~ers of the colli- 
mat#ion system. 
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Z-91 f -I + f -I + 6816A3 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the collimation systems in the NLC, locat,ed between tile linac and final focus (FF). 
S st,ands for skew sextupole; x,y,E stand for horizontal, vertical and energy scraper respectively. 

Scraping in the vertical plane 
This cont!it,ion implies 0la.t particles whose vert#ical co- 

ordinat,es are grrat,er or equal t,o 5 uy at the sextupole must 
he inappcd int,o vertical positions greater or equal to gY at 
the scraper, 

&/SC, (Iysext I 2 3 Qsext) 2 gy (9) 
A 50 particle at, the skew sextupolc will experience a kick 

AYLt = S(5a,)2 (10) 
where .S is the integrat,ed sextllpole strength. This kick 
will in t,tlrn give rise to an offset at the scraper 

&I,,, = RIZ Ay:ext (11) 
where R is the transfer mat,rix bet,;veen sextupole and 
scraper. Combining the above equations we arrive at the 
coiidit,ion 

2=‘~yR12,&xt 2 i/g (12) 
Resistive wd wakes at the vertical scrapers 

As we sliowet! earlier the resistive wall wakefield kick at 
t.!le scraper is given by 

A& = Gna, (A(~scr)/s,3) Lcr (13) 
which becomes at the downstream sextupole 

A~sext = RI? AY:,, (14) 
An offset through t,lie skew sestupole gives rise to a normal 
quadrupole kick of magnitude 

AYA = (2SAysext) Y . (15) 
TTt require tlzat the rms value of these kicks be less than 
l/5 u5, (t,o avoid unacceptable longitudinal jitter of the 
final focal point), 

(2SAYsext) Yrms I (I/5) u; . (W 
1\% wisll to allow a 1 g jitter of the incoming beam cent,roid, 
hence we t,alie 

A(~s/,,r) = uy,scr (17) 
in eq. (IO), which combined wit!1 eqs. (13) and 14) gives 

2S&,, #’ Rfz L,,, /3;L;c 5 (l/5) g,” (IdI 

Lol~g sext rlpole abcrra tions 
The potential for long-sext.upole aberrations is given by 

F,q 
I/LS = (l/12) S?Lsext y” (19) 

assuming small horizontal beam size. Therefore the long- 
sextupole kick is 

Ay’ = (l/3) s” Ly3 (20) 
and we require 

(AY’),~, 5 (I/5) g; (21) 
This leads to the condition 

(5vW3) S” Lsext Ey P;,,,,, I 1 (22) 
For the two sextupoles of the -I transformation, the 
above equation determines the maximum allowed vertical 
a-function, 133,,se?t _ < 23,000 m. In deriving this, we llave 
assumec! a po e-tip field of 1 Tesla, pole-tip radius of I mm, 

and sextupole length of 10 cm. 
Equat,ious (la), (18), and the long sextupole aberra- 

tion limit determine the parameter space for the vert,ical 
plane, once the values of R12 ant! I,,,, are specifiet!. The 
scraper length was chosen to be equal t,o 3 RL of Ti, namely 

11.3 cm. To 
to calculate 

arrive at this value we used tile code EGS [9] 
the number of electrons that make it through 

the 3 RL of Ti, with energies between 245 and 250 GeV. 
We found that one out of 10” elect#rons belongs t,o tllis en- 
ergy bin. Although more accurate EGS calculations should 
be performed, these preliminary results indicate that 3 RL 
of Ti change the beam energy sufficiently in order for sub- 
sequent energy scraping to collimate the beam. 

The value of RI2 is directly related to the t,otal length 
of the system and hence it should be kept minimum. 
For Rlz = 50 m (which corresponds to a length be- 
tween sextupole and scraper of about 30 I-n), and an 
11.3 cm long scraper we plotted t#he above equations in 
Fig. 2. The region A enclosed by the three curves cor- 
responds to the allowed space. Now we can choose the 
parameters of the collimation design in the vertical plane: 
l3 , y,sext = G, 000 m and gy = 90 pm. For this choice of pa- 
rameters t,he geometric wakefield condition at the vertical 
scrapers is satisfied. TVe need however to taper the beam 
pipe at the sextupoles by a 15 rnrad angle. The resistive 
wall wakefield conclition is satisfied at the sextupoles. 

Horizontal considera tiom 
An important. consideration that, determines the x-plane 

parameters is the 2 - y coupling at the sextupoles. To 
minimize coupling effect,s we must ensure that at the sex- 
tupoles, Sy” >> Sx” , (23) 
which est,a!)lislies a condition on ,O, at the scstupoles, 

P .E,sext -K &,sext (~.r/~y) (24) 
In our case, pZ sexL < GO m. If we place the l~orizontal 
scrapers at a relatively high /J, point, i.e.! at, & 21 GO0 in. 
then in order to ensure scraper protect,ion, 13, at, t.!\is point 
must be greater than 1400 m. In fact we chose ,BZ,,,,, = 
2,000 m, which implies a scraper gap of 700 pm for 5 gZ 
scraping. Once the /%funct,ion at the scraper is fixed, the 
&function at the sextupoles follows. /?Z,sext = 0.1 tn. 

‘I\‘e now address the question of geometric and resistive 
wall wakefields at t,!le horizontal scrapers. Again llere both 
wakefield kicks must be below l/5 ai. These conditions 
are simultaneously satisfied if the horizontal scrapers, as- 
surnecl IO-cm long, are tapered by an angle of 30 rnrad. 
Each tapered section of the scrapers is then 15-cm long. 
Finally, the horizontal geometric wakefield condition at the 
sextupoles is satisfied. 

LA t tice--energy collinla tion 

A lattice design which satisfies the above specifications 
is presented in Fig. 3. It sta.rts with a -I transforrnat,ion 
where horizontal and vert#ical scraping of the first phase 
spa.ce direction takes place. This is followed by a 2~ sec- 
tion declicated to energy collitnation. Next there is a 3;r/2 
in the horizontal plane and r/2 in the vert.ica! plane trans- 
former section. A pha.se advance of ir/2 in both planes 
would have been possible at the expense of considerable 
increase in length. The last, section of t,lte line is idetlt.ical 
to t,lle first one. It is used to scrape t,!ie second phase space 
direct,ion and energy again. Tile total length of the system 
is about 500 m. 
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R12=50m, L scr = 3 RL 
25,000~ , , , , , . , , , 
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Figlrre ?. Paramet.er space for nonlinear colliniation with 
sextupoles. 

Energy collinlation is done by transforming off-energy 
part,icles t,o large amplitude ones t.hrougli t,he introduction 
of horizontal dispersion. There are two scrapers in each 
etlergy scr;lping section placed at, high dispersion points. 
The horizontal and vertical j!? functions at these locations 
are t,he same as t,he ones at t,he horizontal scrapers. Both 
energy scrapers consist of a thin (cv 3 RL) and a t#hick 
part (- 20 RI,). The thin part will he responsible for the 
primary beam energy collimation. By making it thin we 
bypass prokction problems t,lrat, occur within the body of 
the scraper. The role of the thick part will be to absorb the 
debris from both horizont,al and energy collimation t#hat, 
has occurred upstream. 

Furthermore, each of the t,wo energy collimation sec- 
tions includes a normal sestupole pair forming a -Z trans- 
formation. Their funct,ion is to correct the horizontal 
chromaticit): To correct the vertical chromaticity a small 
amount of vert,ical dispersion has been added to the lat- 
tice at, the skew sextupoles. Simulations show that this 
ent,ire lat,tice demonstrates an excellent behavior wit,li re- 
spect, to chromatic and cllronlo-geometric al)errations in 
bot,li t,ransverse planes. 

St;tbility tolel~;tllcc: 011 scl’aper offset 
111 deriving some of the above condit,ions, we have as- 

<urned that the offset througll t,he middle of the scraper is . . 
of the order of the beam size. Since the beam size at the 
vertical scrapers is 0.20 /cm, the stability t,olerance on the 
scraper offset is also 0.20 111~~. 

From eq. (8) one can estimate an absolute st,eering tol- 
erance by requiring t,liat 

(4/‘),.w F (l/5) &cr (25) 
nncl solving for A!/. It8 turns out that t,liis tolerance is 
7.4 pn1. 

Stnbiiity tolera~lce 011 sextrlpole offsets 

In oI,dr>r to gel, some insigllt iiit.0 tile question of toler- 
ances we derive a general result for the t,olerallce on the sex- 
tupole 0Ksct. If we combine the scraping condition eq. (12) 
with the requireuient t.hat tlie qriadrUpolP-lilie l<iCli cl1112 to 
tile sext upole offset ~~~~~~~~ must satisfy eq. (It;), 57-e arrive 
at 

m,sext 5 Ctj/z) [(RI, G)/!~~I (26) 
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Figure 3. Optics design for the collimation systems in t,he KLC. 

Notice that the only parameters that can affect this offset 
tolerance are effectively the length of the system (via X12) 
and the scraper gap. For our choice of parameters this 
tolera.nce is 0.13 pm. 

Protection of scrapers 

As we mentioned in t,he Introduction there are two proh- 
lems associated with a train of bunches hitting the scrap- 
ers: the first occurs at the surface of the scraper while the 
second occurs in the body of the scraper. The surface of 
the scrapers is prot,ect,ed by design. More precisely, at the 
horizontal scrapers the area occu iPd by one CT of the beam 

! ‘. is 1100 /lm2, beyond the 900 bdrn limit quoted earlier. 
At the vertical scraper, on t,he other hand, one can cal- 

culate the scraper area on which 1 ‘T, x la, particles at. the 
sext,upoles are mapped, if the beam is nils-steered b an 

P amount greater than 5~. It. turns out to be 4,400 pm , far 
beyond the 900 pm2 limit. 

The problem of the body of the scrapers is solved by 
making t,he scrapers short, 3 RL of the material. 

III. CONCLUSIONS 

Jlie presented a possible collimat8ion scheme for a TeV 
linear collider which employs mechanical collimation fol 
t.he horizontal plane and nonlinear collimat,ion (scheme 
with skew sextupole pairs) for the vertical. This de- 
sign succeeds in satisfying a.11 of the requiremrnt,s imposed 
on collimat,ion systems, including effect.ive collimation of 
transverse and energy tails, control of wakefield effects, 
protection of scrapers, and control of geometjric and chro- 
mat,ic aberrat#ions. The stabilit,y tolerances at t,he scrapers 
ant1 sestupoles are similar to those occurring in the NIX 
Fiual Focus system; given the precision of the beam po- 
sition monitors envisioned for an NLC, these tolerances 
should not rule out nonlinear collimation as a candidate 
for bearn scraping in a future linear collider. 
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